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Abstract— This paper formulates a new optimization problem
for direct-sequence spread spectrum systems by considering the
joint transmitted power and link quality in a functional form.
Link quality is measured in terms of signal interference to noise
ratio including the cross correlations and multipath effect. By
solving this optimization problem a new distributed power control
scheme is proposed which guarantees a global optimum in all
practical cases. The implementation of the proposed procedure
can be simply performed locally and the scheme ﬁts well into
low-power radios.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In direct-sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) systems, radio channel is normally interference limited. DSSS systems
mitigate interference by assigning orthogonal or low crosscorrelated spreading codes to communicating pairs. Here, we
point out that out-of-phase autocorrelation (i.e. correlation
sidelobe) could seriously degrade the link quality in DSSS
networks. Previous work [6], [7] on power allocation has not
taken this cross-interference including multipath components
and self-interference into account. The decision statistic on
received signal strength for a link can be decomposed into
four components as follows:
       , where
 is the desired contribution from the transmitter;  is the
undesired contribution from the transmitter due to multi-path;
 is the interference aggregate from  co-channel users caused
by cross-correlation, and  is the undesired contribution from
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).
We ﬁrst introduce notations and assumptions to be used
throughout the paper.
Notation:
1) All the vectors will be in bold face letters.
2)  = the number of simultaneous co-channel users or
simultaneous transmission pairs or the total number of
simultaneous active radio links.
3) We deﬁne a vector denoted by
 derived from two
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where,
is the transpose operator.
4) The power vector: 
          is a vector
with the i-th radio uses the power  .
5) Let
  be the inner product of two N
dimensional vectors without the k-th term.
6) Denote  the number of multi-paths and the variance
 of the AWGN.
   is a properly chosen scalar constant.
7) 
8)
is an N dimension vector and its i-th element is  
.
9) SINR is the signal interference-noise ratio (SINR) of
the i-th link.
10) The transmitter/receiver node is denoted by Tx/Rx respectively.
11) Channel in this paper is assumed to be a quasi-state
fading channel; futhermore, channel state information
in terms of path gains are available to the transmitters.
12)  is the period in number of chip cycles of spread codes.
13)  is the path gain between the k-th transmitter and the
k-th receiver which accounts for terrestrial attenuation or
the free-space propagation for the case where antenna
altitudes are sufﬁcient high.
14)  =            .
Since our scheme is applicable to packet radio networks [13],
channel state information can easily be made available to
transmitters, e.g. piggyback on transmission from neighbors.
In this paper, a new optimization problem for power control
of DSSS systems is formulated ﬁrst, and it is based on the joint
consideration of the Tx transmission power and link quality
in a global objective functional form as follows:



 







 





SINR 

(1)

We consider this form of utility function in (1) due to its
simplicity, and yet it takes into account both link quality and
distortion. Similar utility function has been adopted in [7].
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Although orthogonal spreading codes, e.g. Walsh code, can
totally eliminate cross-correlation, generally they have high
partial cross-correlation peaks which can cause a high false
lock rate during capture in an asynchronous system. The
problem formulated and studied in [6], which does not take
into account spreading effects, can not be applied to a DSMA
system where non-orthogonal scrambling codes are used. Msequences can have a very low peak out-of-phase autocorrelation and a bounded peak cross-correlation, but the number of
codes are very limited and this renders it only suitable for a
small network allowing very few simultaneous communicating
pairs [10], [5]. Non-orthogonal codes including the Gold code
[12], small set and large set of the Kasami code [11] are
more suitable for waveform scrambling in a DSSS system
with large set of codes. Peak out-of-phase autocorrelation
and cross-correlation [4], [5] with these codes is non-zero
and must be taken into account in power allocation. Here,
only the peak correlations of spreading codes are of interest
since asynchronous transmission (which is commonly used) is
assumed in this paper. As an example, for not of multiple
of 4, the Gold code can generate
  spreading codes of
period
 with a three-valued partial cross-correlation and
autocorrelation,
·¾ 
·¾ 
¾
¾



out of



We ﬁrst introduce notation to be used for the model equations in this section. Let  and  be the interferences of
the k-th Rx radio due to cross-correlation from other cochannel users and autocorrelation of  multipath components,
respectively. For      , let  be the t-th bit (-1 or 1) of
the spread code  , then deﬁne,


 

   mod 

(2)

  

(3)



 



          
         

(4)

Let the k-th cross-correlation auxiliary vector

                   , the SINR vector  
of these
users is a function of . Let
be the unit chip
delay operator and  for a t-chip delay operator on a code,
let  be the multi-path delay on the k-th path. The SINR at
the k-th receiver can be estimated by (5), assuming that only
the SINR on the RF signal is considered:



 
   
      

      
     

(5)

This SINR formula takes into account both the autocorrelation
and cross-correlation as compared to previous formulae, e.g.
[6]. A vector of SINR from these
co-channel users is
denoted by   whose k-th term is given by (5).
From (1) above, our power/quality optimization problem
(PQOP) is formulated as follows:


II. P OWER O PTIMIZATION P ROBLEM F ORMULATION

     

   



m-sequences where  is the Euler Totient function.
In general, cross-interference and self-interferences should
be taken into account when considering power allocation in a
DSSS wireless network. However, we only consider the cross
interference of the direct path, the results can be extended
to include these multi-path components of cross-interferences.
The proposed scheme can be applied to ad hoc networks
(where DSSS radios are employed) or uplink carrier DSSS
networks.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents
the model and problem formulation. Section III presents the
iterative algorithm. Section IV presents the numerical and
simulation results and Section V concludes this paper.

    

By noticing the polarity differences of different spreading
codes to the intended receiver, the peak cross-correlation
function [5] is deﬁned as follows:




   





 

    



(6)

 are the lower and upper bounds of power,
where,  and 
respectively, and  is the lower bound of the SINR vector.
The lower bound of SINR vector  is set based on application
requirements, e.g. desired channel bit error rate (BER) and/or
frame error rate (FER), while the lower bound of power
vector is set based on collision link quality indication (LQI)
threshold. The upper bound on power is due to practical
considerations e.g., ITU or FCC regulation on radio emission
power [3]. Note that the above problem reduces to a pure
power allocation problem when    and it reduces to a link
quality optimization problem when for all  we have   .
Note that this formulation is independent of whether the
despreading and symbol decision statistics computation are
done in analog domain or digital domain (i.e. oversampling of
RF signal at a rate greater than the chip rate). Let

       
then (1) is a special case of (6). Although other norms (e.g.
 ,  ) of (6) are possible, we use the  norm in this paper.
III. P ROPOSED I TERATIVE D ISTRIBUTED P OWER
A LLOCATION S CHEME
Without loss of generality, in this section and Appendix A
and B, we consider j-th radio with power  and spread code
     ,
 . Let          and    
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In order to formulate a distributed problem, each radio tries
to maximize the following individual objective functional:

 
        


where,









(7)





  


   



(8)

Remark 1: When cross-interference is taken as ﬁxed, for
two extreme cases of    and   , the optimal
solutions at a single radio is trivial. 
For   , the local optimal power is the biggest possible
power which equals 1. This is due to that transmission power
is the dominating factor on the local objective functional.
For   , the local optimal power is the smallest power
possible which is given by (10) (obtained by applying the
SINR constraint):

 




   













 







 and 
. This root of the ﬁrst
where,
   Æ 
derivative of is given in (12) note that 
always holds in practice.

     
      

   
  


and


where,

  



(12)









 







(13)



 

let 



   



 ,



 

    

can

(14)

(15)

For other cases, the maximum power at 1 yields the maximal
utility.
Proposition 2: When the SINR satisﬁes:

 

then



  .








(16)



Proof: By noticing the following formulae:
  

 


  
 

 



(17)






(18)

when the condition of the proposition holds, the following
equations are valid:




    

 

  


(19)
(20)

By (17) and (18) above, this proposition follows.
Theorem 1: We distinguish two cases: (a)

  
with



and (b)



(11)

¾
   


 





   ¾ ,

Therefore, the maximum of the objective functional is obtained
when  satisﬁes (15).

(10)

This is due to that SINR is the dominating factor on the local
objective functional.
For other cases, Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 stated below
give the optimal power allocation. We ﬁrst state and prove the
following propositions.
Proposition 1: For the individual objective functional given
in (7), the maximum Tx power can be either  or  .
Proof: The proof is given by examining the root  of the
ﬁrst derivative of  , then evaluating the second derivative
at  ,   , which turns out to be greater than 0. The ﬁrst
derivative of is given in (11).

 
  



(9)



¾ 

always greater than 0. When 
be rewritten as (14).




the sum in (8) is over the set of simultaneously communicating
pairs except the pair in question with the j-th user using power
 ;  is the functional coefﬁcient for this radio.
Let
be the minimal SINR (predetermined threshold) of the
Rx to which the Tx radio of the j-th user is communicating.
We assume that the power  is normalized, i.e., 
 ,
and the SINR condition for this radio is as follows:



is an expression which is always positive even so when only
one radio is active (i.e.   ). Therefore,    in (13) is

with


 










 

 
 




 






 










For (a) or (b) the local optimal power allocation is  .
Proof: in Appendix A.
Note that these two cases are not exhaustive, but nevertheless,
they are the most interesting cases. For the other borderline
cases, deﬁnitive answers are hard to obtain.
By Theorem 1, we know that the local optimal power is the
lowest link SINR satisfying power for the given cases. For all
other cases, local optimal may be  or 1 (See Proposition 1).
The next theorem states that the local optimal for those two
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2. 
3. if

´·½µ





select  
– else,



    




  tolerance
´ µ ¾

RSSI´µ




´·½µ

´·½µ

and exit the iteration process.
and goto step 1.

 

Step 2. is to estimate the aggregated interference with a given
local power assignment. Step 3. is to select a power level
locally which sujects to the given tolerance on the changes of
local functional. Note that there is no need to synchronize
these active radios and new power level from other active
radios can be incorporated into the computation of an iteration
once this information along with the spreading code assignment is made available to the local radio or estimated using
RSSI by the local radio.
The algorithm is performed by each active node in a
distributed manner. However, node  requires information from
´·½µ
, and
the other nodes at each iteration to compute 
´ µ
this information is obtained through RSSI
during the k-th
iteration from the antenna.
By Theorem 1, and the convexity of the local functional
around  (note that the local function is not a convex
function for certain combination of multiplier
and RSSI),
the convergence of Algorithm 1 is certain since only powers
close to these two extreme cases are interesting and examined.
The salient feature of Algorithm 1 is its local computation
performed in a distributed manner and the guarantee of global
optimum following Theorem 2.
IV. N UMERICAL A NALYSIS AND S IMULATION S TUDY
We ﬁrst perform numerical analysis using MATLAB on the
local optimization problem in which we use a two-radio model

to show some analytic results and we also use a multi-radio
model to show some analytic local optimization results. Then
results on simulation using the conﬁguration of CC2420 ( [1])
are presented focusing on energy dissipation and bit error rate.
Our study uses SINR estimation of uncoded DSSS system and
BER bounds on uncoded DSSS systems as shown in [8].
Figure 1(a) – Figure 1(c) (for small ﬁle sizes, only the
lower quadrant is plotted) show the feasible spaces of power
allocation optimization for three different adjusting factors of
the local functional. These ﬁgures provide the intuition of
determining the optimal power allocation using Theorem 1
and Theorem 2. Based on the shape of the functional, the
minimizing powers can only be the global minimal power if it
falls into the feasible region; otherwise, the minimizing power
can only the minimal power along the lower edge of the region.
Figure 2 shows how cross interference affects the local
optimal and how RSSI affects the optimization in different
regimes of
where only curves using the feasible regions
are plotted. These plots are obtained from the local objective
functional. From Fig. 2, in large
regime, optimal power
allocation can shift between the normalized maximal power
1 and . In the low regime, the optimal power allocation
is consistently at  which makes effective power allocation
possible.
In what follows, an initial implementation of the proposed
power control scheme is given using the QualNet simulator
[2], and simulation is performed with three different network
conﬁguration scenarios. The simulation parameters are given
in Table I. The nodes are deployed randomly and we tested
three scenarios with different numbers of nodes involved.
Figure 3 shows the energy consumption for power control
using the proposed scheme in a multi-hop network, distance
based power control, SINR based power control and a ﬁxed
power allocation scheme. Each group has four numbers corresponding to these schemes where only the best static allocation
scheme is plotted. Only under the proposed scheme, the energy
savings are high while the BER is kept relatively low. The
energy reduction compared to the best ﬁxed power scheme is
close to 25%. The corresponding bit error rates are shown in
Fig. 4.
400
Energy/Packet
(u J)

cases in Theorem 1 is actually the best that can be obtained
in terms of the global optimal.
Theorem 2: If the j-th link has local optimal at  which is
the lowest SINR satisfying power of the link, then the global
optimal power allocation w.r.t. this link is also  .
Proof: in Appendix B.
A new distributed power allocation scheme for radios is
proposed based on Theorem 2 and Theorem 1. The interference can be estimated by the received signal strength indicator
(RSSI) from the radio antenna. RSSI is a quantity indicating
the signal strength the radio can compute locally [1]. This
algorithm executes in a distributed iterative manner as follows
¾
where the superscript denotes the iteration number and  ´µ
is the noise density observed during the k-th iteration.
Algorithm 1: Each node  iterates, using as inputs the
vectors  (spreading code vector of active radios) and  (prior
power allocation vector), by Theorem 1 (for local optimization
computation) and Theorem 2 (for global optimization), local
computation can yield optimal objective functional to obtain
 as follows:
¼
(lowest power level)
0.
– iteration (1.) – (3.), for the k-th iteration
´·½µ
1.
(next available power level)

300
200
100
0
1

2
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Scenarios
Proposed
SNR Based

Fig. 3.

Fixed Power
Distance Based

Energy Dissipation Comparison

V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a novel scheme on power allocation for
direct-sequence spread spectrum systems is proposed. Power
is allocated to optimize a local objective functional and this
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scheme can guarantee a global optimum. Numerical analysis
and simulation results show that signiﬁcant energy savings are
obtained compared to the case without power control.
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    when

TABLE I
S IMULATION PARAMETERS
Channel Frequency
Data Rate
Radio Type
Fading Model
Propagation Pathloss Model
Maximum Tx Power
Number of Power Levels
Radio Rx Sensitivity
Radio Rx SINR Threshold
AWGN Noise Power
Number of Simultaneous Links
Number of Multi-path
Normalized Multi-path Factors
Multi-path Phase Offset (chips)
Ricean K Factor
Spreading Code
Scenarios (# of nodes)

2.4 GHz
250 bits/s
Accumulating Noise
Ricean
Two-Ray Ground & Reﬂection
15 dBm
128
-91.0 dBm
10.0 dBm
-94.0 dBm
8, 12, 21
5
1.0 (LOS) 0.7 0.2 0.1 0.05
0 3 10 11 12
-13 dB (estimate)
Period 127 Gold Code
1 (15), 2 (35), 3 (75)

  

follows.

A PPENDIX B: P ROOF OF T HEOREM 2
Proof: For  simultaneous communicating links, denote
the global power allocation  as follows:





A PPENDIX A: P ROOF OF T HEOREM 1
to the right of (16)





 ¾  



(21)

where  , and let us introduce two functions,
and ¾   as follows:











  
 
 
¾   
    ¾ 
 and ¾   are both strictly increasing on  , and
½ 

½ 



½ 



they are either both greater than 0 or both less than 0 for
  as seen by factoring out
 from ½ 
. After
some simpliﬁcation and (21), we have
½












¾  

  
  ¾   
  ¾ 

Considering the function in (22)







½
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for

 

however this is of no interest here. For









where,



 ½
     ¾   
   
 ½
    ¾    
   




 

       

   

       ¾
   



     ¾

Note that

 
(22)
  and , and

 determines the relationship of
 , it can be rewritten as follows:
¾
   ¾ ¾
and when
,   can be deﬁned as 



½       

 

when



 



¾

¾

To show that  yields a lower value to the global objective
functional, there are two cases to consider: (1)    and
(2)    . These two cases could happen because  could
vary from 0 to . We next consider the case    since
this is a more practical case, and a similar argument to the
one given below can be conducted on the other case. When
 
   ,  will yield a lower value to the global objective
functional. This is true because the following two claims are
valid:
1.  still satisﬁes all links’ SINR requirements, i.e., it falls
into the feasible region.
2.     .
For Item (2.), expanding the terms,

¾



½

If the k-th link satisﬁes the condition in the theorem, and  


 , a new power allocation  can be constructed as follows:

IEEE Transactions on Information Theory, IT-13: 619 – 621, October,
1968.
[13] J. Jubin and J. Tornow, “The darpa packet radio network protocols,”
Proceedings of the IEEE, 75(1):21 – 32, January 1987.

Proof: Let us introduce a variable
in Proposition 2, that is

. For
  ¾   ¾

    ¾ 
 when  . By Proposition 1, this theorem


½

;

(23)

Equation (23) is due to the fact that  is the optimal power
for the k-th radio and  is the optimal power vector (note
that ½ norm is used). By noticing that



  
  
  

      ¾

      ¾






 



 

then the strict inequality of Item (2.) holds true. Therefore,
a better power allocation scheme is obtained, and this is a
contradiction.

  ¾   ¾
    ¾ 
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